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What is IFC?



 Industry Foundation Class 

 A global standard used to describe, share and exchange construction 

and facilities management information.

 Vendor neutral format

 Developed by BuildingSmart
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What is IFC?



 The IFC format is not designed for Round-tripping, or Design Transfer 

(Ifc2x3).

 It is an exchange format, to transfer information from Platform A to 

Platform B.

What is IFC?



Why IFC?



 Interoperability and Collaboration

 To achieve the best outcome you need to use the most appropriate tool

 Not everyone uses Revit!

 Data rich format and extensible

 Established standard

 Loss of data using other formats (DWG & FBX)

Why IFC?



How?



How to create an IFC?

 IFC Exporter Plugin 

 Free from Autodesk App Store

 Developed by Autodesk

 Adds additional functionality to the 

IFC Export Process



How to create an IFC?

 Accessible through



 Just hitting export won’t do

 Configuration required

IFC Exporter

Hope



How to create an IFC?

 OOTB setups available to support 

standard Model View Definitions or 

MVDs



 Model View Definitions are a subset, or a selection of the IFC schema 

suitable for a particular purpose.

 Some of these are specific for the transfer of geometry.

 Others for specific schemas of data such as the Extended Handover 

View Definition for COBie to support Level 2 BIM in the UK.

Model View Definitions



 Defining a MVD is fine, ensuring your export complies with it is another.

 Configuring your file if crucial, the following are additions to the IFC 

Exporter Setup

 Class Mapping

 Layer Mapping

 Classification Assignment

 Data Mapping

Controlling the export



Class Mapping

Classes



Class Mapping

 Classes are collections data and 

information. 

 An IFC Class is like a Revit 

Category

 If you don’t get it right, it won’t 

contain the right information.



Class Mapping

 The BuildingSmart website defines all 

current IFC Classes and Types.

 http://www.buildingsmart-

tech.org/ifc/IFC2x3/TC1/html/index.htm

http://www.buildingsmart-tech.org/ifc/IFC2x3/TC1/html/index.htm
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 Class Mapping is crucial for MEP objects.  A mechanical equipment 

objects for example could be a host of elements such as 

 IfcEnergyConversionDevice IfcBoilerType

 IfcFlowMovingDevice IfcFanType

 IfcEnergyConversionDevice IfcSpaceHeaterType

Class Mapping



Class Mapping

 IFC Exporter uses a Text file to map 

categories and subcategories to IFC 

Entities.



Class Mapping

 The OOTB Class mapping cover only a 

small percentage of scenarios. 

Mechanical Equipment can have many 

variations.



 This can be controlled at element level.

 Add the following parameters to your model, and assign them to all 

model elements.

 These parameters override the IfcElement Class and export Type 

information.

Class Mapping



 Values should be pre-populated in your Company Libraries

Class Mapping



 Revit Component Elements can be mapped to most IFC Elements.

 Systems families are not as flexible. 

Class Mapping

Ceilings IfcCovering

Roof IfcRoof

Wall IfcFooting

IfcWall

IfcWallStandardCase

Stairs IfcStair

Ramps IfcRamp

Curtain Panels 

(System Panels)

IfcPlate

IfcObject

Curtain Panels 

(Component 

Panels)

IfcObject

IfcPlate

IfcDoor

IfcWindow



 There are multiple methods of entering the IFC Type, and Pre-defined 

types.

Class Mapping



 In this instance, both are valid, achieve the same results

Class Mapping



 Revit doesn’t use layers to organise object within Revit, it uses 

Categories.

 Layers required for effective collaboration with partners using tools such 

as ArchiCAD, and Tekla

 Layers need to conform to Project Standards, to ensure efficient import 

mapping.

Layer Mapping



 Revit will map objects to layers by default

 Default Template aligned to BS1192 1997 and CSIfB.

 Use Uniclass 2015 instead.

Layer Mapping

Curtain Wall A-214-M_CURT_WALL A-Ss_25_60_35-

M_GlazingSystems

Structural Frame S-280-M_STRUCT_FRAME S-EF_20_10-M_Frames

Duct M-287-M_DUCT E-EF_65-M_VentAndAitCon



 Layer Mapping in Revit is controlled by a layer export file.

 This is a Tab delimited txt file.

Layer Mapping



 It is faster authoring and editing the file in excel.

Layer Mapping



 Mapping Table defined in Revit through a Revit.ini variable.

ExportLayersNameDGN="P:\Autodesk\Revit\2017\<Company>-

exportlayers-dwg-Uniclass2015.txt“

Note - it is best to use quotation marks for paths in case spaces exist.

Layer Mapping



 Similar to Class Mapping, elemental overrides are possible through the 

custom parameter IfcPresentationLayer.

Layer Mapping



 Data is key in a BIM project, it’s location within the file is almost as 

important as its existence.

 Many BIM Uses utilise IFC exchanges for the transfer of Project 

Information.

 Clash detection

 Quantity Take-off and Costing

 Sequencing

 COBie 

 CAFM Handover

Data Mapping



 The IFC Exporter will automatically map some built-in Revit Parameters 

to IFC properties.

 The majority of these can be overridden if necessary.

Data Mapping



Data Mapping



 Adding a series of shared parameters to your model, it is possible to 

override the standard IFC Exporter parameters.

Data Mapping

IFC Parameter Name Override Shared Parameter

Name IfcName or NameOverride

LongName IfcLongName or LongNameOverride

ObjectType IfcObjectType or ObjectTypeOverride

Description IfcDescription

Element Tag IfcTag



 Most IFC Classes 

have associated 

Property Sets (Psets) 

containing attributes 

specific to that class or 

with similar elements.

 Pset viewable on the 

BuildingSmart website

Data Mapping

Pset_DoorCommon

Reference

FireRating

AcousticRating

Security Rating

IsExternal

Infiltration

ThermalTransmittance

GlaszingAreaFraction

HandicapAccessible

FireExit

SelfClosing

SmokeStop

Pset_DoorWindowGlazingType

GlassLayers

GlassThickness1

GlassThickness2

GlassThickness3

FillGas

GlassColor

IsTempered

IsLaminated

IsCoated

IsWired

Translucency

Reflectivity

BeamRadiationTransmittance

SolarHeatGainTransmittance

ThermalTransmittanceSummer

ThermalTransmittanceWinter

Pset_DoorWindowShadingType

ExternalShadingCoefficient

InternalShadingCoefficient

InsetShadingCoefficient



 What data you export from you BIM depends on your Export Settings 

Data Mapping



 Inexperienced users will check “Export Revit property sets”

 This will export all parameters associated to the family.

Data Mapping



 No consistency

 Not aligned with IFC Psets

 The file sizes are unnecessarily large.

 This is an example of Bad IFC!

Data Mapping



 Use “Exporting IFC common property sets”

 The Exporter will map all parameters matching the attribute names to the 

correct Property Set.

 This is Good IFC!

Data Mapping



 User defined property sets can also be created using custom Pset

Mapping files.

 The below example has resulted in the creation of several COBie Psets.

Data Mapping



 Exporting user defined property sets can be defined within the IFC 

Exporter setup

Data Mapping



 The standard MVD for COBie is the Extended FM Handover

 The exporter setup for this MVD uses a Data Mapping file to populate the 

attributes required into the correct property sets.

 Found in C:\ProgramData\Autodesk\ApplicationPlugins\IFC 

2017.bundle\Contents\2017

Data Mapping



 This mapping file is tab delimited

Data Mapping



 There are two parts; the Pset definition, and the parameter definition.

Data Mapping

Element Type

(I)nstance or (T)ype Parameter

Pset NamePset Delimiter



 There are two parts; the Pset definition, and the parameter definition.

Data Mapping

Revit Parameter Name

Parameter Type

IFC Parameter Name



Data Mapping



 This approach means that the Revit parameter names are irrelevant for 

the exports as the mapping table and IFC Exporter standardise them.

 Each Company could prefix their parameters as necessary

Category Text CompanyA.Space.Category

Category Text CompanyB.Space.Category

 By creating a project specific Pset mapping file and defining specific 

settings for the IFC Exporter, you are essentially creating a Project 

specific Model View Definition.

Data Mapping



 Classification is the categorization of objects based on specific criteria.

 Classifications are the backbone to data interoperability

 Crucial for Costing, Clash Detection, and COBie

 Uniclass 2015 Tables En, SL, Ss, Pr, ZZ, Ef (Currently)

 BS1192:2007

 NRM1

 SFG20

Classifications



 You can define object level classifications inside Revit

 Each Element can be classified multiple times.

 The IFC exporter will convert the parameter to a Classification 

Reference.

 The parameters need to be named based on the following convention.

ClassifcationCode

ClassifciationCode(2)

ClassifciationCode(3)

ClassifciationCode(4)

Defining Classifications



 The data format is as follows

[ClassificationName] Value : Description 

Defining Classifications



 In Solibri Model Checker this is represented as

Defining Classifications



 The classification references, belong to a IfcClassification which contains 

information regarding its source.

 Using the IFC Exporter you can currently only define one IfcClassifcation.

Defining Classifications



 The Interoperability Tool, the Classification Manager can be used to add 

classification values into the model, 

 No integration with the IFC Exporter.

 Parameters need to me mapped using tools such as Ideate BIM Link or Dynamo.

Defining Classifications



 IfcZones are the ability to group spaces depending on function.

 A space can belong to multiple Zones.

 Zones may exist for Circulation, Lettable zones, Habitable rooms, or Fire 
Compartmentation.

Identifying zoning



 The concept of Zones don't exist within Revit

 You can define for export to IFC using the IFC Exporter.  

 Using a similar concept to Classifications you need to add a series of 
parameters to your model

ZoneName

ZoneDescription

ZoneObjectType

Identifying zoning



 Multiple zones per element require extra parameters within your model

ZoneName 2

ZoneDescription 2

ZoneObjectType 2

ZoneName 3

ZoneDescription 3

ZoneObjectType 3

Identifying zoning



 The concept of zones doesn’t exist within Revit. There is no object to 
attach data.

 It is not possible using the IFC Exporter to attached additional zone 
information or attributes to the zones such as Pset_ZoneCommon
attributes

IfcZone Limitations



IfcZone Limitations

 For better results, the COBie 
Toolkit Zone Manager should be 
integrated into IFC Exporter in 
future IFC development.



 Levels are fundamental to the structure of the IFC file, they are known as 
IfcBuildingStoreys

 All elements, including spaces are assigned a building storey.

Revit Levels and IfcBuildingStorey



 Like other processes additional parameters are required for effective 
export.

Revit Levels and IfcBuildingStorey



IfcSite & IfcBuilding

 Populated through Project Information within the Revit Model.

Site and Building 

IFC Parameters

IfcBuilding Name



 Additional attributes can be assigned within the IFC Exporter, these are 
saved into the Revit File.

IfcSite & IfcBuilding



Watch Points and Good Practice



 Shared nested elements

 Upgrading between versions of the IFC Exporter.

 Complex geometry or facades may not export correctly

 Large models may need to be exported in sections.

 Structural Connections don’t export

Watch points



 Shared parameters are not standardised across the industry.

 Revit doesn’t fully support IfcSystems or IfcZones

 Revit System Family Mapping is limited

Watch points



 Only export what you need – Data and Geometry

 Use Worksets to control visibilities and ‘Export only elements visible in 
view’.

Good Practice



 Open the export in an IFC Viewer – Check for completeness

Good Practice



 Ensure your machine has enough RAM

 Use IFC Parameters as you Company default for scheduling

 Standardise your mapping tables for layers

 Collaboratively generate Pset mapping files on Projects

 Document and agree process, and settings within BEP

 Report issues to Autodesk

Good Practice



Conclusions



 With a well developed Revit Template, it is possible to embed all the 
necessary parameters for a data rich IFC file with very little additional 
parameter mapping.

 The IFC standard is robust enough to support the majority of building 
data requirements, and interoperability purposes.

 Revit can export IFC Properly, if you are patient.

Conclusion



Questions?
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